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Let n be some fixed integer with n > 1 and let A = (A, ( . )) be some fixed 
algebra of type n+ 1. A is called an n-dimensional superassociative system if 
(xo..-xn)y,.-.y,=~~(x~y,...y,).-.(x,y,.-.y,) for all x0 ,..., x,, y1 ,..., y,eA. 
An element a of A is called a constant of A if ax, . . .x, = a for all x,, . . . . x, E A. For 
any non-empty set M the algebra (MM”, [...I) of type n + 1, the operation of 
which is defined by [fO . ..f.](x,. . . . . xn) := fO(fi(x,, . . . . x,), . . . . f,(xl, . . . . x,)) for all 
fo, . . . . fn E MM’ and for all x,, . . . . x, E M, forms a simple n-dimensional 
superassociative system with exactly 1 M( constants and this system is called the full 
n-place function algebra over M. We call two algebras of the same type equivalent if 
they can be embedded one into the other. It is proved that a simple n-dimensional 
superassociative system A with exactly k (k> 1) constants is equivalent to the full 
n-place function algebra over some set of cardinality k iff any simple n-dimensional 
superassociative system with exactly k constants can be embedded into A. 0 1988 
Academic Press, Inc. 
Functions play a fundamental role in the whole of mathematics. In 
particular, function algebras play an important role in algebra. In our 
paper we give a characterization of full function algebras. (For another 
characterization of these algebras cf., e.g., [4].) The idea of the proof given 
here is similar to ones used in [3] where the concepts of left and right 
ideals were also used. They were introduced earlier in [Z]. 
In the following let n be some fixed positive integer. 
DEFINITION 1. An algebra A = (A, (. . .)) of type n + 1 is called an 
n-dimensional superassociative system and (. . .) is called superassociative 
if (x,...x, )y,...y, = x,(x,y,...y,)...(x,y~...~“) for all xo,...,x,, 
Yl 7 ..*, Y~EA. 
Remark. The concept of superassociativity has its origin in the works of 
K. Menger (cf., e.g., [6]). 
EXAMPLE. For any non-empty set M define an (n + l)-ary operation 
I*.-1 on MM’ by Cfo~~~fnl(x~, . . ..x.) :=fdft(xI, . . . . x,), . . ..fn(xl. . . . . x,)1 
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for all fO, . . . . f,, E Mh’” and for all xi, . . . . I, E M. If M= /zr then let [. . .] 
denote the unique (n + 1)-ary operation on MM”. Then MM” = 
(MM”, [. . .] ) forms an n-dimensional superassociative system called the full 
n-place function algebra over M. 
In the following let A = (A, (. . .)) be some fixed n-dimensional super- 
associative system. 
For superassociative systems there holds a general representation 
theorem which can be formulated as follows: 
THEOREM 2 (cf., e.g., [l, 71). A can be embedded into the full n-place 
function algebra over some set of cardinality ]A( + 1. 
However, in many cases A can be embedded into the full n-place 
function algebra over some “smaller” set as the next theorem shows. 
DEFINITION 3. A subset Z of A is called a left ideal of A if AZ. . . Z E I. 
The following theorem generalizes an idea of A. Sklar (cf. [9], remark 
following the proof of Theorem 1): 
THEOREM 4. Let Z be some left ideal of A and assume (1) holds: 
For any pair (x, y) of distinct elements of A there exist 
x1 ,..., x,~Zsuch that xx,...x,#yxI...xn. (1) 
Then A can be embedded into Z’“. 
Proof: The case IAl < 1 is trivial. Hence assume ]A] > 1. Then I# @ 
because of (1). Define cp: A + I” by (cp(x))(x,, . . . . x,) := xxi.. .x, for 
all x E A and for all x i, . . . . x, E I. Because of the left ideal property of Z, 
rp is well-defined, because of (1 ), cp is injective, and because of the 
superassociativity of (. . .), cp is a homomorphism from A to Z’” completing 
the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Assume A to be simple, let Z be some left ideal of A, and 
assume (2) holds: 
There exist a, b E A and a,, . . . . a, E Z such that aa, . . . a,, # 
ba, . ..a.,. 
Then A can be embedded into I’“. 
(2) 
Proof Note that A, I# 0 because of (2). Define a binary relation 8 on 
Abyxt?yifxx,~~~x,=yx,~~~x,forallx,,...,x,~Z(x, yEA).ThenOisan 
equivalence relation on A. Because of superassociativity of ( . . .) and the left 
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ideal property of 2, 8 even is a congruence relation on A. Because of (2), 
8 # A* which together with the simplicity of A implies that 0 is the diagonal 
of A*; i.e., (1) holds. Applying Theorem 4 completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
DEFINITION 6. An element a of A is called a constant of A if 
ax,...x,=aforallx, ,..., x, E A. Let C denote the set of all constants of A. 
THEOREM 7. Assume A to be simple and to contain more than one 
constant. Then A can be embedded into Cc’. 
Proof Put Z := C. Because of superassociativity of (a.-), Z is a left ideal 
of A. If a, b are distinct constants of A then a . . . a = a # b = baa.. . a. Hence 
(2) is satisfied. Applying Theorem 5 completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 8 (cf., e.g., [S]; for a short proof of this result cf., e.g., [S]). 
Zf n > 1 then MM” is simple. 
COROLLARY 1. Any simple superassociative system with more than one 
constant but with only finitely many constants must be finite. 
COROLLARY 2. Up to isomorphism there exist only finitely many simple 
superassociative systems of given dimension and with a given finite number 
k> 1 of constants. 
COROLLARY 3. Up to isomorphism there exist exactly countably 
infinitely many simple superassociative systems with more than one constant 
but with only finitely many constants. 
COROLLARY 4. Any simple superassociative system with an infinite 
number k of constants must be of cardinality ~2~. 
COROLLARY 5. Up to isomorphism there exist at most 22k simple 
superassociative systems with an infinite number k of constants. 
DEFINITION 9. We call two algebras of the same type equivalent if they 
can be embedded one into the other. 
THEOREM 10. Let n be some fixed positive integer with n > 1, let k be 
some fixed cardinal number with k > 1, and let A be some simple n-dimen- 
sional superassociative system with exactly k constants. Then t.f.a.e. : 
(i) A is equivalent to the full n-place function algebra over some set of 
cardinality k. 
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(ii) Any simple n-dimensional superassociative system with exactly k 
constants can be embedded into A. 
Remark. Note that (i) makes sense since full n-place function algebras 
over equipotent sets are isomorphic. 
Proof of Theorem 10. First assume (i) holds. Let B be some simple 
n-dimensional superassociative system with exactly k constants and let D 
denote the set of all constants of B. Then B can be embedded into DD’ by 
Theorem 7. Since ID( = k, A is equivalent to DD’ by (i). Hence B can be 
embedded into A proving (ii). Now assume (ii) holds. Let M be some set of 
cardinality k. Since A is a simple n-dimensional superassociative system 
with exactly k constants, A can be embedded into Cc” (C denotes the set of 
all constants of A) by Theorem 7. Since 1 Cl = k = /MI, Cc’ and MM” are 
isomorphic. Therefore A can be embedded into MM”. On the other hand, 
by Theorem 8, MM” is a simple n-dimensional superassociative system. 
Since the constants of MM’ are exactly the constant functions from M” to 
A4, MM’ has exactly k constants. Hence MM” can be embedded into A 
because of (ii) showing equivalence of A and MM”, i.e., (i) holds. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
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